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Summary

SUMMARY

The floating platform is a mechanical construction consisting of a triangular body with three
floats attached to it. This platform lies in a squared tub filled with water. On this platform, a
crane will be mounted which acts as a disturbance on the system. With the help of three servo
systems it is possible to change the height of the three pillars (the connection between platform
and floats).

We developed a linear model of this process, consisting of three SISO transfer functions. Also
a model describing the influence of the water on the platform was derived.

Splitting up the system in three parts, the servo-system, the platform and the floats plus water,
made it possible to examine the energies and energy flows (power) between these three
systems. It was shown that most of the energy of the servo-system goes to the platform and
not to the floats plus water.

However, the waves, especially the reflected ones, have a bad influence on the identification
results. Therefore a fence was introduced in the tub which provides an extra damping of the
waves. The system will be less influenced by the reflected waves and probably better
identification results can be obtained.

Two non-linearities were examined. First there is the time-variancy of the inertia of the
platform (+ floats). It was shown that for large amplitude pillar height changes, the inertia can
not be considered constant, as was assumed in the linear model.

Another non-linearity was caused by the tilting of the platform. This static non-linearity caused
the depths of the floats in the water to be dependent on this tilting. This also counts for the
platform heights.

Before identification experiments can be done the data-acquisition system in Simulink, the
Real Time Toolbox, has to be further examined on its usability. When this examination has
a positive result and the measured platform heights are transformed properly to the real (world)
platform heights and the fence is placed in the tub, good identification results may be possible
using the Real Time Toolbox.
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1 INTRODUCTION

2 Introduction

At the Measurement and Control group of the Department of Electrotechnical Engineering of
the Eindhoven University of Technology, several techniques for System Identification and
Control are tested on several laboratory scaled processes. One of these processes is the floating
platform.

The floating platfonn is a mechanical construction consisting of a triangular frame resting on
three floats (Fig. 1.1).

Figure 1.1 The floating platform with floats partly in the water.

The whole construction is placed in a squared tub filled with water. On this platform, a crane
will be mounted, which is able to pick up, move along an arm and rotating a load. This crane
+ load movement causes a disturbance in the position and orientation of the platform. The
control objective now is to keep the platform horizontal at a certain average height, despite
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the disturbance of the crane. This. c;an be done by changing the pillarheights Xi' These
pillarheights· can be ·changed with the help of a servo system for each pillar.

The main platform parameters to be controlled are the average height, the rotation around the
negative y-axis and the rotation around the x-axis of the platform with respect to the
equilibrium. These parameters can be measured with several sensors positioned on the
platform. The pillarheigths can be measured using three LVDT circuits. The depth of the floats
in the water can also be measured.

In a previous research [HEU94] an identification on the new improved platform was
performed. He came to the conclusion that the waves in the tub have a major influence of the
platform and thus on the identification experiments. It is therefore hard to identify a good
linear model of the process.

In this report, first the linear model will be investigated further, including some effects
previously not accounted for. After this section, the influence of the waves will be investigated
in section 3. First we obtain an idea, by looking at the energy flows between platform, servo
system and floats plus water, how many energy produced/absorbed by the servo system, really
is used to change the height of the platform. And thus how many energy goes into the floats
plus the water. In section 3.2 three transfer functions of the waves to the previously mentioned
platform parameters, will be derived. This is done by looking at the centre of buoyancy of the
floats with respect to the centre of gravity of the platform plus floats.

In section 4, two non-linearities are examined. First the inertia of the platform, which depends
on the pillarheights (and thus on the movement of the float), is examined.

A second interesting non-linearity occured during the measurements done by [HEU94]. When
he put a "step" of 2.6 cm on a pillar, the height of the platform at that place changed 3 em,
where the linear model assumes a height change of 2.6 em. This effect, caused by the tilting
of the platform, is examined in section 4.2.

It has to be noticed that all the calculations above count for the platform without the crane
mounted on top of it. This will be done in a later stage.

In order to facilitate the measuring on the platform, an interface between the platform and the
computer was developed. During the testing of this interface and the new magnetic brakes on
the servo motors, some things went wrong. This made it impossible to perform identification
experiments on the platform. However, some things could be tested. For example, the new real
time toolbox written by [REH95] for Simulink which could make it possible to perform a data
acquisition in the Simulink environment. Together with a description of the new calibration
procedure, the results of these tests are described in section 5.
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2 MODELLING OF THE PROCESS

The platform is a mechanical construction consisting of a triangular frame resting on three
floats. The threefold symmetric platform floats in a tub filled with water. A schematic
representation of this platform is given in Fig.2.l and some definitions can be found in Table
2.1.

A z-axis
I

CRAr\lE

PlAlFORM

R.OAT ----+---e

LOAD

--&-~--~

x-axis

Figure 2.1 Schematical representation of the platform.

In this representation the gravity forces, which act on the platform, are shown. We have a
gravity force produced by the mass of the platform Mp, the mass of the three floats Me, the
mass of the crane Me and the mass of the load MI' The mass of the crane can be divided into
two parts, a vertical part of the crane and a horizontal part which can be included in the mass
of the load. Both parts cause a change in the position of the centre of gravity. The horizontal
part of the crane (plus load) also causes a momentum. The vertical part of the crane only
causes a momentum on the platform when the platform is tilted.
The water also exerts forces on the platform by means of buoyancy forces Fb , which attack
somewhere under the waterlevel above the bottom of the floats (depending on the waterheight
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around the float, see secti<?n 3.2) and_a force produced by the damping-of the water Fd• The
buoyancy force is proportional to the volume part of the float submerged in the water. The
damping forces are proportional to the velocity of the float relative to the (local) water
velocity. These forces are explained in more details further on in this section.
The gravity, the buoyancy and the damping forces together determine the statistical and
dynamical behaviour of the platform.

There are two different disturbances acting on the platform. There is a disturbance of the
waves and a disturbance of the crane. The first disturbances is introduced in section 3.2.

The main objective is to maintain the platform horizontally at a certain constant (absolute)
height Ha, while the crane is moving (and thus acts as a disturbance). This can be done by
controlling the pillarheight Xi' Before this can be done, a dynamical model should be derived.
First a model is derived where both the crane and the disturbing waves are omitted. Then the
influence of the waves are analyzed by looking at the behaviour of the buoyancy forces under
influence of the waves. After this, the crane has to be "mounted" on the platform and the
resulting effects should be analyzed.

2.1 DYNAMICS OF THE PLATFORM

In Fig.2.2 and Table 2.1 some definitions of the floats (and platform) are given.
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Figure 2.2 Definitions of the floats in equilibrium (left) and non-equilibrium (right).
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Table 2.1 Some definitions of platform and float in non-equilibrium

symbol unit description

mass of the platform

mass of a float

average depth of float in equilibrium

average depth of float i in non-equilibrium

height of a float

force exerted by the servo motor in equilibrium

mass of a load

mass of the horizontal part of the crane

average waveheight around float i in non-equilibrium

pillarheight in equilibrium

non-equilibrium""

gravity force of the platform

height of the platform with respect to ground in equilibrium

height of the platform in non-equilibrium

diameter of a float

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

N

N

N

m

kg

kg

kg

kg

Fz

Ho

Hi

L f

Mp

Mf

M1

Me

W hi

D

cross-section/area of the tub

"" non-equilibrium

cross-section/area of the float

m

Before deriving a dynamical model of the process, something has to be said about the
different coordinate systems (see Fig.2.3). Each float has its coordinate system {ij,k} and
the platform has an overall coordinate system {x,y,z} with its origin in the centre of
gravity of the platform. The {x,y,z} system moves with the platform. The {i,j,k} systems
are systems which always have the same orientation as the {x,y,z} coordinate system. The
position of the origin of the {i,j,k} system is positioned in the middle on the bottom of the
floats. The real world is denoted by the coordinate system {X,Y,Z}. The overall coordinate
system {x,y,z} thus moves with respect to {X,Y,Z}.

It also has to be noticed that we are going to derive a linear model of the process. The
various assumptions that are made, are examined in section 3.
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Figure 2.3 Definition of the different coordinate systems.

_____t..
Figure 2.4 Schematical representation of forces acting on platform and float.

We now look at the process from a different point of view if compared to references
[HEU94]. They took the buoyancy forces to be the most important force exerting on the
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process. The force exerted by the servo-motor was not considered. Now we take another
stand. The servo motor exerts a force Fs on the platform and when doing so, according to
Newton's third law, a contra force on the float. This is depicted in Fig.2.4 (see also Table
2.2).

Table 2.2 Definition of forces acting on platfonn

symbol unit description

Mp kg mass of the platfonn

Fs N force produced by the servo-motor

Fgp N gravity force produced by the mass of the platfonn

Fgr N gravity force produced by the float

Fb N buoyancy force

Ffi N inertial force exerting on the float

Fpi N inertial force exerting on the platfonn

Fd N damping force

The mass of the platform M p is divided homogeneously over the platfonn. Before looking
more closely at the forces and the resulting dynamics, some assumptions are made. The
tilting of the platform is defined by two variables Sy and ex and the definition can be found
in Fig.2.5.

X-<Dds Y-<Dds
Figure 2.5 Definition of rotation around -y- and x-axis.

The rotation around the x- and negative y-axis, ex and Sy, together with the average height
of the platfonn are the proper variables to be controlled.
We assume ex and By to be small which results in a linearization of the tilting.

Further, to arrive at a dynamical model of the process, we have to look at deviation of
some platfonn parameters (X,H and .::\) from an equilibrium (work point). This means that
Bj ::~-.::\o is the change of the average depth of the float in the water with respect to the
equilibrium (Bj is positive when the float moves deeper in the water), Xi =Xi - Xo is the
change in the pillarheight with respect to the equilibrium and hi :: Hi - Ho is the change in
the (absolute) platform height above float i.
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FurthermQre, it is assumed that the centre of gravity of the platform lies on· an exact
position on the z-axis (near the platform) (see Fig.2.l), because the platform is assumed to
be symmetric. When a pillarheight is changed, the location of the centre of gravity moves
over the z-axis. The validity of this assumption is confirmed in Appendix C. When the
crane is mounted on the platform, the centre of gravity also moves in the xy-plane when
the crane (with load) is moving. This case is not analyzed yet.

Now an analysis of the buoyancy and the damping force is given.

The buoyancy force is defined as the weight of the displaced water, and thus is
proportional to the depth of the float in the water [GER89]. The buoyancy force

is: Fb = Pg A fA i where p is the mass-density of water (1000 kglm3
) and the mass-density

of the float (± 50 kg/m3
), g is the gravitation (9.8 m/s2

) and Ar is the cross-section/area of
the float (n*0.22=O.13 m2

). The centre of buoyancy moves in the local i,j-plane (more
exact calculations including waves can be found in section 3.2), therefore exerting different
moments on the platform. It has to be noticed that the buoyancy force is assumed to be
pointing in the positive k-direction and not in the positive Z-direction of the real (solid)
world in this first approximation linear model. The real influence of the buoyancy force is
analyzed in section 3.2.

The damping force depends on the flow of the water around the float. We assume a
laminair flow. Then the damping force is proportional to the velocity of the float
movement and is always pointed opposite to the direction of movement of the float.

Thus F d = DfC, i . There is also a (inertial) force which accounts for the water, being

"pushed" by the floats: a 0i . In literature [GER89], ex is assumed to be a constant. In the

case of the floating platform, term ex is larger than the mass of the floats. This "pushing" of
the floats, together with the friction between the water and floats together determine the
interaction between the platform and the water.

Now we split the system into two parts. The first part is the servoforce and the platform
and the second part is the servoforce and the float (+ water). When we find a system
description of both parts, they can be linked together by assuming the servoforces, exerting
on both parts), to be equal both in magnitude and direction.
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For the two systems we get the following dynamical relations:

(1): Mpha = Fs1 +FS2 +Fs3 - Fgp
.. L L

Jy6y = LFsl-"2Fs2-2Fs3

J~e~ = L{3CFs2-Fs3)
2

(2): M/'j = Fsi +Fgf-Fbi -Fdi -a,5 j

Modelling of the process

(2.1)

In these equations Jy and Jx are the inertias of the platform plus floats.

In equilibrium, this gives the following relationship (as hj =5 j =A j=o A Aj=Ao ):

M
-l!.g= -M g + pgA A3 f f 0

This results in the equilibrium depth L\o of the floats in the water (no crane on the
platform):

(2.2)

(2.3)

Substituting the physical values in eq.2.3 gives a depth of about 10 em, which is about half
the float height D. From Fig.2.2 it is obvious that:

Ho=Xo+D -Ao+W"o
H.=X.+D -A.+ W:h ,

I I I I

To get the non-equilibrium relation, we need to substract the measured values (with
subscript i) from the equilibrium values (subscript 0). This results in:

hj=Hj-Ho={Xj-XJ-(Aj-AJ+(Whj-WhO);;
=xj-6 j +Whj

The waterterm Whi has two parts: one part which accounts for the rise/drop of the
waterlevel when the floats move down/up in the water (a sum-term) and one which
accounts for the disturbing waves (Wwhi ):

(2.4)

(2.5)
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(2.6)

(2.7)

In this section, wwhi is assumed to be zero (no waves). The waterheight changes produced
by movement of the floats, is accounted for. The waves are introduced in the next section.
We then obtain for the change in depth of float i:

3 A
o.=x.-h.+~ 0 ..J.

I I I L..J JA
j=l t

Rearranging this equation, and writing it in matrix-form, yields the following relationship:

A AI AI1-2...1

°1
At At At

xl-hI KI K2 K2 xl-hI
1 Ai A AI

°2 1-2...1 xz-hz =:,X
2 Xl Xz x2-hz (2.8)=

A At At At
°3 1-3---.l x3-h3 K2 K2 Xl x3-h3At AI Ai A

1-2...1
At At At

In eq.2.1 we have two relations containing the servo-motor force Fs' Combining these
relations and looking at deviations form the working point yields the following equation for
the servo-force of float i:

(2.9)

where KrpgAf •

We now define teIlW

(2.10)

Substituting (2.8) and (2.10) in (2.9) then gives eq.2.11.

The parameters Ha (average height of the platform), ex (rotation around the x-axis) and ey

(rotation around the y-axis) have the a relationship with HI' H2 and H3 described by
eq.2.12.
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FS1 K1 K2 K2 [termi
Fs2 =K2 K1 K2 term2

F TC K K term353 u2 2 1

Ha{t) = ~ *(H1(t) + H2(t) + H3(t»

2 1 1e (t) = - *(H (t) --H (t)--H (t»
y 3L 1 2 2 2 3

ex(l) = {J *(H2(t)-H3(t»
3L

Modelling of the process

(2.11)

(2.12)

Rearranging terms and Laplace transforming the results is done in Appendix A. The final
dynamical equations of the three SISO systems (without waves and crane), in the Laplace
domain, now are:

H (s) = Ho(s) =
1 Xa(s)

3(K1+2K2H (Mf +a )S2 +Df+Kf ) (2.13)

(Mp +3(K1+2K2HMj + a»s2+3(Kl +2K2)Dj s+3(Kl +2K2)Kj

H (s) = eyes) =
2 xyCs)

-3(K2-Kl)L2«Mf+a)s2+Df+~) (2.14)

(2Jy+3(K1-K2)L2(Mj +a»s2+3(Kl-~)L2Df s+3(K1-K2)L
2Kf

3(K2-K1)L2«Mj +a )s2+Df+Kf ) (2.15)

(2J;x+3(~-Kl)L2(Mf+ a»s2+3(~-Kl)L2 Df s+3(K2-K1)L
2Kj

In these equations, J" and Jy are respectively the mass-inertia of the platform with respect
to the x- and -y-axis. It has to be noticed that in the derivations both are assumed to be
constant. However, when the pillarheight X changes, the inertias also change. When the
crane is mounted on the platform, both inertias depend on the position of the crane with
respect to the {x,y,z} coordinate system.
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-- 3 MODELLING OF TH-E WAVES

As was shown by several previous references [HEU94], the waves have an important
influence on the movement of the platform. The movement of the floats causes waves and
these waves have influence on the process outputs. The dynamics of the waves lie in the
same frequency band as the process dynamics. To see how gre~t and how bad this
influence really is, the energy flows in the system are calculated and by using experimental
data, a quantitative indication can be given. This is done in section 3.1.

The origin of the waves is difficult to model, because of the unpredictable movement of
the platform in the tub and the therefore changing reflections (especially the direction of
the reflection) of the waves. It is difficult to derive a model of the transfer function of the
input of the system (voltage applied to the servo motors) and the resulting waves in the
tub.

It is easier to model the influence of the waves on the platform. In section 3.2, we are
going to look at the predictable influence of the waves on the platform, by looking at the
waves as a disturbance. The transfer function of the process input u to the waves is
difficult to identify. The predictable influence of the waves can be used in simulations to
see how great the real influence of these waves is on the platform.

3.1 ENERGY FLOWS

Movement of the platform (by changing the pillarheight) causes waves in the tub. These
waves reflect against the edges of the tub and again have their influence on the platform.
This goes on and on until the waves are damped and the platform doesn't move anymore.
The damping of the waves in the tub is very low. Because the waves operate in the same
frequency band as the process, it is difficult to identify a good model of the process.

To illustrate how big the energy can be and how long it takes before the waves are
completely damped, the energy flows from the servo-motor to the platform and floats and
vice versa are calculated from experimental data.

Before we are going to do that, it has to be noticed that the 3 pillarheights are excited by 3
servo motors. The whole idea of the energy flows is depicted in Fig.3.!.

In this figure Psp stands for the power delivered by the servo-motor to the platform, PSf for
the power delivered by the servomotor to the floats and Ppf for the power delivered from
the platform to the floats. A part of the power, Pw' is delivered to the water. Ws is the total
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Figure 3.1 Energy and power flows in the plant.

energy delivered by the servo motor to the platform and floats, dissipated by the motors
and obtained from the mains, Wp is the total energy of the platform (+ crane) and Wr is the
total energy of the three floats plus the energy in the water. We have a power Pn delivered
by the mains and a power Pd which accounts for the heat dissipation in the servo-motors.
In this section we only look at the power flows and energies which are in relation with the
forces Fsi ' This means that power Pn and Pd are not included in the following calculations.

The energies in the three systems of Fig.3.! exclude dissipation so that the energy is just
stored. The only dissipation takes place in the servo-motor and in the water.

In general, the work W done by a force F is defined as:

W= fFds (3.1)

where ds is the distance over which the force works. Now we are going to look at the two
parts of the plant: first the servo-motor and platform and then the servo-motor and the
floats (+ water).
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As~umin~ that no en~rgy is lost lithe platform, the relationships in eq.3.2 count.

Wp = Psp-Ppf

W = -P -p:; sp sf

KJ = Psf+Ppf

Summation of these three relations gives:

W+W +Wf = 0p w

so when we take the integration constants to be zero:

W+W+Wf=Op :;

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

From the data we can calculate Wp, Ws and Wf' So when we have calculated two of these
energies, we get the third.

In section 2.1 we already derived the equations for both parts of the system. For the servo
motor and the platform we obtained (after rewriting eq.2.1 and substituting eq.2.12) eq.3.5.

1 2 0
Mp Mp Mp 1 2

0- - - -
Fs1

3 3L 3 3 3 Hl
3 3L

Mn1 1 13 2/y -J -J
Hz

1 1 /3 (3.5)Fs2 = - - -y -y + - -
3 3L 3L 3L 3L 3L 3 3L 3L

F:;3
1 1 _/3 J);/3 -J);/3 H3 1 1 _f3
- - 0 - -
3 3L 3L -- -- 3 3L 3L3L 3L

It is obvious from eq.3.5 that we are using all forces. In order to evaluate the energies, it is
necessary to look at even the non-varying forces such as the gravitation force. We take the
platform, the floats, the servo-motor and the water to start with zero energy.

We can now calculate the energy of the platform Wp by integrating the servo force Fsi to
the platform heights Hi:

3

Wp =~ JFsidH; =fF:;ldH1 + fFs2dH2 + fFsJdH3
1=1

Taking Jy=Jx=J and performing this integration gives eq.3.7.

(3.6)
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In eq.3.7 we recognize a kinetic energy term Wpl (the first term of the r.h.s.) and a
potential energy term Wp2 (the second term of the r.h.s). The third term in eq.3.7 Wp3 is a
kinetic energy term when looking at the dimensions. The velocity however can not be seen
in this term in eq.3.7. It is caused by the fact that changing one platform height causes a
changement of the other two platform heights. because of the stiffness of the platform. In
the following simulations the velocity of the platform heights is differentiated (thus gives
velocities), multiplied with the acceleration the opposite platform heights and then summed.

The same can be done for the servo motor and float (+ water) (part) system. We recall
formula 2 in eq.2.1:

Fsi =(Mf +«) Xi -Fgf+ Fb +Fd =(Mf+Ct. )X j -Mfg + pgAfA j +D/!1. i (3.8)

The energy of one float i can be calculated using eq.3.8.

(3.9)

In this equation we recognize a kinetic energy term in the effective mass Mf+a (a is the
weight of the water pushed away by the floats and is taken to be maximum the weight of
the water pushed away by half the float and its maximum is 15.7 kg.). a potential energy in

g, a spring energy term in Kr (= pgAf ) and a dissipation term in Df • The total energy of

the three floats can be found by summation of the three energies.

When we have calculated the energies Wf and Wp, we have the energy Ws because
Ws=-Wp-Wf and thus (recall eq.3.4):

3

Ws = -'L fFsid(Hj+A) = -WFWp
j=l

(3.11)

The energy Ws is the integral of the sum of the two energy flows Psp and PSf' The
dissipation flow Pd and the energy flow from the net Pn are not included so that Ws is not
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the real total energy of the servo-motors.
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Another method of calculating the energies, is to perform an integration on the forces Fsl
through Fs3 (see eq.3.7). In case of the platform energy, this is an integration over the
platformheights Hi' In case of the float energy, this is an integration over the depths of the
floats in the water ~ and in case of the servo system energy this is an integration over the
pillarheights Xi'

We used the last method to calculate the total energies of the platform, floats and the
servo-system. The parameters in eq.3.7 are well known compared to the parameters of
eq.3.8 where the a. and the Dr can only be estimated. After this calculation, the energies of
the platform and the floats are calculated using the explicit relations eq.3.7 and eq.3.8.

The experiments are done using experimental data (acquired by [HEU94]). The experiment
was a step response on servo motor 1 resulting in a pillarheight decrease Xl of 2.6 cm. We
took the following parameter values: Mp=30 kg, MF1.6 kg, Jx=Jy=2.11 kgm2 (see
appendix B), L=OAS m, p=1000 kg/m3

, 0.=11 kg and DFO.04.

In Fig.3.2. the total (relative) energy of the platform is given.
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Figure 3.2 Total relative energy of the platform.

From Fig.3.2 it can be seen that the platform loses energy. This is mainly caused by the
fact that the average platform height decreases and therefore the potential energy. This can
be illustrated by looking at the three different terms of the platform energy (eq.3.7).

From Fig.3.3 we can conclude that the main energy term is the potential energy. From this
figure it can also be seen that term 1 and term 3 have little influence on the energy of the
platform.
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The total relative ene~gy of ~he servo-!TI0tor is c~lculated using eq.3.7 and eq.3.l2:

(3.12)

3
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Figure 3.4 Total relative energy of the servo-system.

The result is displayed in Fig.3.4. From this figure it is clear that the servosystem gains
energy because it gets part of the potential energy of the platform.

The energy in the floats plus the water can be calculated as follows:

Wf = fFs2 dA 2+fFs2dA 2 +fFs3dA 3

where the forces F
s'

tim Fs3 are defined in eq.3.7. The result can be found in Fig.3.5

(3.13)

When looking at the floats there are different kinds of energy. As said before, these are a
kinetic energy by the velocity of the floats Wkin' a potential energy Wgrav caused by the
gravitation, a damping energy Wfric caused by the friction between the floats and the water
and a spring energy Wbuo caused by the buoyancy forces exerting on the floats. These four
terms are calculated and presented in the figure on the next page. The total relative energy
of the floats plus the water is given in Fig.3.5. We can see that after 120 seconds, the
resulting energy is a kind of noise resulted from the double differentiation of the data.

From Fig.3.6 an interesting effect can be seen. Due to a non-linearity, the end value of the
buoyancy energy Wbuo changes w.r.t. its starting value. The gravity energy doesn't change
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Figure 3.5 Total relative energy of the floats + water.

much, so on average the three floats remain at the same height. However, because the
depth of float 1 changes more than the depth of both float 2 and 3, the buoyancy energy
(which is proportional to the square of the depth of the floats in the water) increases. This
effect can not be explained with the linear model, where the floats were assumed to lie at
the same depth in the water in a static case. This non-linear effect is caused by the tilting
of the platform and is analyzed in secA.2.

Comparing Fig.3.2, Fig.3A and Fig.3.5, it can be seen that the energy change in the floats
plus the water is about a factor 10 time smaller than the energy change of the platform in
this "step" experiment. The biggest part of the energy is lost by the platform, is absorbed
by the servosystem. Only 1/10 th is "pumped" in the water. It can also be concluded from
these figures that the sum of the energies is (almost) zero, in accordance with eq.3A.

Because of the low damping in the tub, it takes a long time before the energy in the waves
is dissipated. In order to increase the dissipation of the energy in the waves, a fence,
perforated with 2mm diameter holes, is placed in the tub. This fence introduces a (flow-)
resistance and thus some energy is absorbed in this resistance. In choosing the hole
diameter an optimum had to be found. The smaller the diameter of the holes, the bigger the
resistance and thus a bigger dissipation. But is also introduces more reflection of the waves
(no holes gives full reflection). An experiment performed in a small round tub, where
disturbance was introduced in the water, showed a 8 times better damping with the fence.
The exact effect of introducing the fence in the real tub, with respect to the old situation
without fence, still has to be examined.
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Figure 3.6 Four energy terms determining the energy of the floats.
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3.2 INFLUENCE OF THE WAVES

Modelling of the waves

The origin of the waves is difficult to model, because of the unpreditable movement of the
platform in the tub. Normally the wave effects can be represented by linear transfer
functions but in this case, because of the drift and rotation of the platform in the tub, the
transfer functions are slightly time-variant. It is therefore difficult to identify the linear
transfer functions of the pillarheight changes to the resulting waves.
It is however possible to examine the influence of the waves on the platform, taking the
waves as a disturbance. The predictable influence of the waves can be used in simulations
to see how big the real influence of these waves is on the platform.

What is the influence of the waves on the platform? The interaction between the waves
and the movement of the platform lies in two forces, the previously mentioned buoyancy
force and the damping force of the water. First we look at the buoyancy force.

In general, a floating body is in a state of stable equilibrium when the centre of gravity of
that body lies above the centre of buoyancy and both forces are equal in amplitude. The
gravity force is always directed opposite to the buoyuancy force.

When the crane is mounted on the platform and is moving, the centre of gravity of the
platform (+ crane) is moving. To remain in a state of equilibrium, the centre of buoyancy
has to follow the centre of gravity. In the following derivations, the crane is omitted. The
centre of gravity now attacks somewhere on the z-axis, depending on the three different
pillarheights. The proof of this can be found in appendix C. This appendix also shows that
the position of the center of gravity varies little (only 2.5 em.) when the floats are in their
extreme positions.

The different waveheights around the floats also results in movement of the centre of
buoyancy of this float. Previously it was assumed that the buoyancy force acting on a float,
attacked somewhere on the local k-axis and had a value of:

(3.14)

where Fbj is the buoyancy force acting on float i, Wai is the average waveheight around
float i, p is the mass density of the water, g the gravitation and Af the cross-section/area of
the float. It has to be noticed that even though the platform is tilted, the buoyancy force
always has the same direction (opposite to the gravitation). In the following derivation it is
assumed that the buoyancy force is pointing in the direction of the positive (local) k-axis
(see Fig.2.3). This means that the distance of the centre of buoyancy to the z-axis is
allways the same. However, this distance is dependant on the tilting of the platform.
Further analysis about this approximation is done in section 4.
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The waveheights Whj,i 0=0,1,.._.n-l} are measured with N sensors- around the float i. The
sensors are placed-with an (angle) interval between them of 27t1N. Each sensor Sj measures
the waveheight Whj,i'

R.OATI
~

, .. Sn-1 So 51' .

~- ~ - - ~- -.-:;..
"""

WtfJ Wm-l WtfJJ WhU

J

Figure 3.7 Definition and position of sensors measuring the waveheight.

The average waveheight around float i now is defined as:

1 N-l

Wai = - 'E Whj,i
N j=O

We now divide float j into n cake sections (see Fig.3.?).

J

I
I
I
I

~----~

Lf /2
Figure 3.8 Division of the float into N parts for N sensors.

(3.15)

When we assume the mass to be uniformly distributed over the float, we say that the centre
of buoyancy of a cake section is the same as the center of gravity. Point G is the centre of
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gravity of the arc. The centre of gravity of the cake can now be calculated:

Lf Lf
2a 2a L L

G ffprdrd<f'==Jfpr2cos<f'drd<f' => G p(...Lia == ~p(-.1)3sina
r r 2 3 2

o -a 0 -a

and thus:

4 sina
G == .....:!....--

r 3a

The centre of buoyancy of cake section j now is (a=1tIN):

NL,! sin("::)
N 21t

b1j == ----cos(-J)
31t N

NL! sin("::)

b N . (21t i\
JJ == --3-1t--sm -N-h

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

The coordinate system {i,j,k} is defined in Fig.2.3. The k-eomponent of the centre of
buoyancy of a cake section is of no importance to the exerted momentum on the platform
(with respect to the moving coordinate system (x,y,z} of the platform).

We now look at the non-equilibrium waveheight Whj,i and the non-equilibrium average
waveheight wai• The (i,j.k} coordinate systems always have the same origin. When no
crane is mounted on the platform, the distance to the origin of the {x,y,z} system in the x
y plane stays the same. Movement of the pillars moves the center of gravity (thus the
origin of the (x,y,z) system} in the z-direction (see Appendix C). When we define the
centre of buoyance of a cake section to be vector b , we can calculate the centre of
buoyancy of the total float Hi' By transforming the local (i,j,k} coordinate systems of the
floats to the global coordinate system {x,y,z} of the platform, we get the net force and
momentum with respect to the global system {x,y,z}. The derivation above also counts for
the damping forces, due to the movement of the float. The momentum of the floats
buoyancy (and damping) force which results in a rotation around the x- and y-axis can be
found in eq.3.16.
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N-l

L bJWhj,i
BI: = :!.,.J...;:=o _

J' N-l

"t" who 0L.J !N
j=O

NLfSin(~) N-l
N 21t W hlj ·

BJ/i = ---- L COS(- 'J) _,I

31t }=o N Wa,i

NLf sin(~) N-l

B N "t" ' (21t i\ Wh!li
J/i = ---- L.J sm - 'j,-"

31t }=o N Wa,i

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

We can now write the dynamic relationship between the waterheights and the platform
parameters (average height and the rotation around y- and x-axis).

Mpha =K/wa/+wa2 +Waj) + Df(wa/+wa2+waJ)

lyey=KfTy+Dfty

lxex=KfTx+Dftx

It is obvious that we can split the influence of the waves in two parts: the fIrst one is the
influence of the average waveheight Wai and the second is the influence of the waveheights
around the float Whj,i and the position of the centers of buoyancy of the different cake parts.

At this moment, the average waveheight wai around float i is measured. In future it may be
interesting to look at all sensors around the float.

For simulation purposes it may be interesting to use the equations above to see the
influ~nce of the waves on the platform, when the waves are assumed to be disturbance.
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4 NON-LINEARITIES

Non-linearities

All practical processes are non-linear. However, with linearization techniques it may be
possible to describe the process in a linear way.

The floating platform is also described as a linear model in the previous sections. This is
done by linearization around a working point. In this section, we are going to look at some
non-linearities in the process and their influence on the floating platform. After this,
conclusions can be drawn whether or not the non-linearities can be linearized or have to be
taken into account..

In section 4.1 we are going to look at the inertia of the platform, which in real is
dependent on the pillarheights Xi'

Another non-linear effect is caused by the tilting of the platform. When tilted, the floats lie
deeperlless deeper in the water than expected from the linear description. The question now
is whether or not this effect can be ignored. This analysis is done in section 4.2.

The crane which will be mounted on the platform, also has an important influence. The
center of gravity and the inertia of the platform now are a function of time. This will be
analyzed in section 4.3.

4.1 INERTIA OF THE PLATFORM

In Appendix B, the inertia of the platform is calculated. In calculating this inertia, two
assumptions were made:

*

*

*

The mass of the platform Mp is distributed homogeneously over the complete two
dimensional triangular frame.

The mass of the floats is concentrated at the center of the float.

The floats have no dimension.

It turned out to be dependant on the pillarheights. Furthermore, the inertia with respect to
the x-axis Jx and with respect to the y-axis Jyare the same (eqA.l).

In this equation, M f is the mass of a float, D the height of a float, L the distance of the
center of the platform to the edge (see Fig.2.1) and Mp is the mass of the platform.
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.!.M L2

8 p
(4.1)

The moment is defined as: T = deJa) . When the inertia J is changing in time, this
dt

results in:

T = J(t)B(t) +j(t)6(t) (4.2)

Compared to the constant inertia case, we thus get an extra second term. This second term
will be estimated later on in this section.

Variation of the pillarheights causes a variation in the inertia. When we consider a worst
case situation when all pillarheights vary the same, the percentual deviation of the inertia
with respect to a reference (equilibrium) inertia can be calculated. The result can be found
in Fig.4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Deviation of the inertia from equilibrium

Although it seems that this deviation is linear, it is in fact quadratic as expected from
eq.4.1. In order to remain within a deviation bound of, for example, ± 5 % the pillarheights
may only vary ± 2 em. In practice, this worst-case situation is never reached. However,
values of ± 5 em could be reached in practice in order to control the disturbance of the
crane.

Practical data is now going to be used the see how the influence of the changing inertia is
on the moments of the platform W.r.t. the x- and y-axis. It has to be noticed that this data
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is obtained from white noise experiments. The pillarheights ~ can vary between 20 and 40
em. In the following three experiments we take Xi =30 em to be the equilibrium value.

In the first experiment white noise is set as an input on pillar XI' which introduces a
variation in XI of ± 1.5 em. In the second experiment variations in XI' X2 and X3 of ± 5
em are used and in the third experiment the pillars XI' X2 and X 3 are excited with white
noise of amplitudes up to 10 em. For all examples we have to recall that the inertia w.r.t.
the y-axis and the x-axis, Jy and Jx respectively, are the same.

EXPERIMENT 1: VARIATION OF XI OF ± 1.5 eM.

In Fig.4.2 the resulting inertia and the derivative of the inertia is given.
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Figure 4.2 Inertia (upper) and derivative of inertia (lower) experiment 1.

Looking at Fig.4.2, it can be seen that the inertia varies ± 1 %. This is less than the
percentage obtained from Fig.4.1 (which gives a variation of ± 4 %). It has to noticed that
this was a worst-case situation where all three floats changed with the same amplitude. It
can also be seen that the derivative of the inertia is small, compared to the inertia.

The moments of the platform Ty and Tx w.r.t. the axes can now be calculated (thus
including the second term of the r.h.s. of eq.4.2). The results can be found in Fig.4.3. This
figure shows that the moment w.r.t. the x-axis is small. This is caused by the fact that the
white noise was excited on pillar XI' Therefore the platform angle ex is small.

Now we are going to compare the previously calculated moments with the moment
obtained when a constant inertia is assumed. This constant inertia was obtained by
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substituting Xi =0.3 em. in eqA.l. The difference between the moments with constant or
non-constant inertia, Toy and Tw is calculated. The results are depicted in Figo404.
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Figure 404 Difference in moments with const/non-eonst. inertia experiment 1.

It is interesting to see in FigA.4 that the difference of the moments from Fig.4.2 with the
moments calculated by taking a constant inertia is very small. It therefore can be concluded
that in this experiment it is reasonable to take the inertia to be constant. The pillarheight
changes in XI where small, so larger amplitude white noise sequences should be tested.
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EXPERIMENT 2: VARIATION OF ALL PILLARHEIGHTS X OF ± 5 eM.

In experiment 2 the variations in all three pillarheights are ± 5 cm. The inertia and the
derivative are calculated and presented in Fig.4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Inertia (upper) and derivative of inertia (lower) experiment 2.

From Fig.4.5 it can be seen that the variation in the inertia is bigger, compared to
experiment 1. It varies ± 5% where a deviation of ± 10% was calculated in the worst case
situation of Fig.4.I.

The resulting moments of the platform Ty and Tl( (Fig.4.6) and the difference between the
moments with the constant inertia Toy and Toy and the real moments Ty and Tl( (Fig.4.7)
where also calculated.

By observing Fig.4.6 and Fig.4.7, it can be concluded that the difference in moments varies
about 5 %. It is hard to say exactly, which difference in moments still can be accepted.
When we take the 5 % as a treshhold (and realizing that the experiments are "worst"-case
situations), we can conclude that the pillars may variate up till ± 5 em. without
significantly influencing the linearity.
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Figure 4.7 Difference in moments canst/non-canst inertia experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 3: VARIAnON OF ALL PILLARHEIGHT Xi OF ± 10 eM.

In experiment 3, all pillars are excited with white noise, resulting in pillarheight changes Xi

of ± 10 cm (which is the maximum range of the pillars). First the inertia (+ derivative) is
calculated and presented in FigA.8. It has to be noticed that from t=340 S., the pillars are
no longer excited.

The inertia varies ± 10 % and the derivative of the inertia is also big (in the same order as
the absolute values of the inertia). Therefore the fear exists that in this case, the inertia
can't be seen as a constant. This fear is confirmed when we look at the moments Ty and Tx
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Figure 4.8 Inertia (upper) and derivative of inertia (lower) experiment 3.

and the difference of these moments with the constant-inertia moments Toy and TOll (see
Fig.4.9 and Fig.4.lO).
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Figure 4.9 Total moment Ty (upper) and Tx (lower) experiment 3.

This difference varies ± 10 % w.r.t. the moments from Fig.4.9. It can therefore be
concluded that in this extreme case (maximum excitation of the pillars with white noise),
the process is substantially non-linear and thus can not be described by a linear model.

It is interesting to look at Fig.4.9 after t=340 s., where the pillars are no longer excited. It
can be concluded that the variation in the moments is mainly caused by the pillarheights X

(and thus the changing inertia) and not much by the platform angle accelerations 6y and
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Figure 4.10 Difference in moments of platform experiment 3.

6;c
The question remains if the second term of eq.4.2 is of any influence on the moment.
Therefore the moments of Fig.4.9 are split up in the two r.h.s. terms of eq.4.2. The results
can be found in Fig.4.II. The two upper subfigures represent the first terms of eq.4.2,

Jy6y and Ji';c and the lower two the second terms of eq.4.2, jyBy and jxBx .

From this figure it is clear that the second terms are considerably smaller than the first
terms.

The conclusion can now be drawn that the inertia can be considered constant when the
pillars are excited up till "" 5 em. After this 'threshold' the inertia can no longer be
considered constant. When the crane causes a disturbance of more than 5 em. on a certain
platform height, the pillar should be changed also more than 5 cm. In this case it has to

considered if the linear model should be maintained. The jB terms can always be

neglected.
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4.2_TILTING .OF.THE·PLATFORM·

First we recall an approximation made in deriving the linear models. As an example, this
approximation for the rotation around the x-axis, is illustrated in FigA.l2. In this linear
model the servomotors always produce forces in the strictly vertical direction (the Z-axis of
the real world). The platform rotates around an certain rotational point. When assuming
this, the torques provided by the forces exerted on the floats, always have the same arm
with respect to the local x- and y-axis. However, in practice, the angle between the
platform and the servo axes is 90 degrees (and rigid). Therefore, when the platform is
tilted, a non-linear effect takes place. The buoyancy force is always in the Z-direction of
the real world. Therefore the arm w.r.t. the local x- and y-axis is dependent on the tilting
of the platform. In this linear case, the measured platform heights HI tim H3 are assumed
to be the same as the real platform heights Hr[ tim Hr3• In this section we are going to

Approximation made in deriving the linear models.

analyze this dependency, first by looking at the 2-dimensional case and then by extending
this to a 3-dimensional case. We assume that there are no waves.
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4.2.1 THE 2·DIMENSIONAL CASE

Non-linearities

In the 2-dimensional case, the platform has 2 floats with mass Mr and a platform with mass
Mp• The horizontal distance of the center of a float to the center of the platform is L.

In this section we assume that the platformheights are measured at the place of the
corresponding pillar. In reality this is not true. The platformheights are measured on the
opposite side of the pillars. Therefore a transformation matrix has to be used to convert the
measured platformheights to the real platformheights. In case of a linear model, this matrix
contains only constants. After this section it will be clear that this is not the case in real.
More details about the transformation matrix to be used can be found in section 4.2.2. In
section 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 we assume that we measured the platformheight HI tim H3 (as
defined in Fig.4.13).

Furthermore, we have two pillarheights XI and X 2, two "measured" platformheights HI and
H2, two real platform heights Hrl and Hr2, the gravity force of the platform (=Mpg) the
buoyancy forces Fbi and Fb2 and two gravity forces exerting on the floats (=Mrg). The two
buoyancy forces have two arms LI and L3 w.r.t. the center of gravity (this is approximately
the origin of the local {x,y,z} coordinate system. For proof see Appendix C). The gravity
forces have arms L2 and L4 w.r.t to this center of gravity.

We also have the tilting angle e. This 2D platform is presented in Fig.4.13.

We now make the following assumptions:

*

*

The buoyancy forces exert at half the depth of the float in the water (11/2 and 11/2)
on a line through the center of the float, parallel to the servo axis.

There are no waves

(4.3)

The gravity forces exert at half the float height (=DI2).

We have six unknowns HI,H2,Hrl,Hr2' 111 and /12 we would like to know. We therefore need
six relations describing the interaction between the variables. First we have a relation
between HI and Hrl and between H2 and Hr2:

(1): Hrl = H1cos(6)
(2): Hr2 = H2cos(6)

where 6 = arCSin( (fir12~Hr2») (this angle is calculated with the solution of eq.4.3).
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Figure 4.13 Some definitions of the 2D-platform.

Furthermore we have two relations describing the "measured" platform heights HI and H2

(compare with the equations 2.4 used in deriving the linear model in section 2.1):

Wo= X -6. +D+---
1 1 cos(S)

Wo= X -6. +D+---
2 2 cos(S)

(4.4)

Here Wo is the vertical waterheight in the tub. The "measured" platform heights HI and H2

measure the waterheights with an angle 6. This gives the Wc!cos(6) term instead of the WO
term in eq.2.4.

Since in this statistical case, the platform is in a stable equilibrium, the sum of the forces
has to be zero and also the sum of the torques has to be zero. This gives two relations:
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(5): Mp g+2Mjg-pgA/l1 1+Az) = 0
(6): pgA/l1 1L1 - AzL3 ) +Mjg(L4-~) = 0

where the arms L\. ~, L3 and L4 can be found on in eq.4.6.

l1
L1 = Lcos(6)+(X1+D--1 )sin(6)

2

Lz = Lcos(6)+(X1+D)Sin(6)
2

l1
L3 = Lcos(6)-(Xz+D--2 )sin(6)

2

L4 = Lcos(6)- (Xz+ D )sin(6)
2

Non-linearities

(4.5)

(4.6)

The equations eqA.3, eq.4.4 and eq.4.5 are non-linear relations. We thus have a set of 6
non-linear equations. Numerical solutions were calculated in MatLab.

The input X\ was taken from 13 em. to 32 em. in steps of 1 mm. while simultaneously X2

was taken from 32 em. down to 13 em. The vertical waterheight Wo was taken to be 50
cm.

The resulting tilting of the platform causes the float 1 to lie deeperlless-deeper in the water
when e is negative/positive while for float 2 the contrary is true. This effect is confirmed
by the simulations.

In Fig.4.14 the two depths of the floats in the water are presented as a function of the
platform tilting angle e.

From this figure it is clear that the floats 1 can be ± 3 em deeperlless deeper in the water
then assumed in the linear model, where the depths of the floats remains constant in case
the platform is in a static balance. Furthermore, we see an almost linear relation between
the depths of the floats in the water and the platform angle e.

Because the depth of the floats is dependent on the platform tilting angle. so are the
"measured" platformheight H\ and H2 and thus the real platform heights Hr\ and Hr2• In
FigA.l5 the real platform heights Hr \ and 1\2 are presented as a function of the tilting angle
e.

In Fig.4.15 we see a left/right symmetry. In this 2-dimensional case this is of course true.
The contrary is true for the upper/lower symmetry. Therefore we can conclude that the
average height of the platform is not constant (in this particular experiment), as expected
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Figure 4.14 Depths of the floats in the water as a function of platform angle e.
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Figure 4.15 Real platform heights Hrl and Ha as function of e.

by the linear model.

From the linear model we expect the change in the real platfonn height Hrl to be the same
as the stepsize in pillarheight XI when pillarheight X2 remains constant. Another
experiment is done to check this assumption. Pillarheight XI is again varied from 13 em. to
32 em. while pillarheight X2 remains at 22.5 em. We now compare the platfonnheights
steps resulting from pillarheight 1 steps Xl of the linear model with the platformheight
changes calculated above. The resulting deviation is presented in Fig.4.16.
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From this last figure it can be seen that if, for example, the step in the pillarheight Xl is 2
em., the step in the real platformheight Hrl is 2.25 em, while a step of about -0.4 em.
occurs in the real platformheight Hr2 •

It is also remarkable that the calculated functions of FigA.16 decrease when the absolute
stepsize in XI is bigger than 6 em. This is caused by the fact that after a certain angle, the
real platformheight no longer increases while the pillarheights still do. In practice, this
situation will not be reached.

The question now arises what the results of the simulations above are, when applied to the
real 3 dimensional platform. This is done in the section 4.2.3. Before that we are going to
derive an exact transformation from the measured platform heights to the real world
platform heights. This transformation is needed in section 4.2.3.
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4.2.2 TRANSFORMATION OF HEIGHTS

In practice, the platform heights are measured on the opposite side of the corresponding
float. Therefore a transformation matrix has to be used to transform the measured platform
heights Hml through Hm3 to the platform heights H[ through H3 (as defined in the previous
section).

••••
-~•

Float 2

HIT'll

.V-axls

Figure 4.17 Definition of the position of the platform heights (top view).

We have to transform the measured platform heights Hm1 through Hm3 to the real platform
heights HrI through Hr3• This turns out to be a non-linear transformation.

We can split up this non-linear transformation into a linear and a non-linear part. The
linear part is the transformation of the measured platform heights Hm1 through Hm3 to the
platform heights HI through H3• The non-linear part is the transformation of the platform
heights HI through H3 to the real platform heights Hr1 through Hr3"

First we look at the linear part. In FigA.17 we see a definition of the positions where the
platform heights are measured. They lie at a distance Lofrom the center of the platform,
whereas the pillars lie at a distance L from the same center. We also see that platform
heights measured, corresponds with the opposite float.

The linear transformation can now be calculated. In Fig.4.18 the method is illustrated. The
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Figure 4.18 Plane defined by the measured platform heights HmI through Hm3•

orientation of the used coordinate system is presented in Fig.4.18. The real position of the
origin of this coordinate system is positioned at the center of the platform. The measured
platform heights correspond with a point in this local coordinate system {x,y,z }. These
three points together define a plane P (eqA.12). In practice, this plane P is the bottom of
the tub. The platform heights HI through H3 can now be calculated by taking the
intersection of the virtual sensors HI through H3 with plane P:

P: ax+by+cz=d (4.7)

L--
L 2

( HI = 0 , H2 = ..j3L , H3

-H 2
1

d(2Hm1 -Hm2 -Hmj) d!3(Hm2 -Hmj) -3d
where a = , b = and c = ------

LO(Hml+Hm2+Hmj LO(Hml+Hm2+Hmj) (Hml+Hm2+Hm3)

d is a constant. Substitution of the coordinates of HI through H3

L--
2

_ ..j3L ) in eq.4.7 then gives a system of three

2

-H2 -H3

linear equations (eq.4.8) for each Hi:
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(1): d '"

(2): d '"

(3): d '"

dL(2Hml-H~2-HmJ)+3dLcfll·

LO(Hml+Hm2+Hmj)
dL( -Hm1 +2Hm2 -Hm3 )+3dLc/l2

LO(Hml+Hm2+Hm3)
dL( -Hml-Hm2+2Hm3)+3dLc/l3

Lo(Hm1 +Hm2+Hmj)

(4.8)

Solving this system gives HI through H3:

(4.9)

Eq.4.9 can be implemented by a linear matrix multiplication.
The calculation above was performed in the local coordinate system {x,y,z }. The platform
heights HI through H3 have to transformed to the real world platform heights Hrl through
Hr3 • The platformheights HI through H3 define the plane P:

P: ax+by+cz=d (4.7)

d{3(Hm2 -HmJ )

Lo(Hm1 +Hm2 +Hm3 )

d is a constant. We can write this equation into a nonnal form by scaling the factor a,b,c

and d such that the resulting factors ~, bn and Cn satisfy a;+b;+c; = 1 = Iii12 ,where

n is the normal of plane P (n = [an bn Cn]T). This results in a new plane description:

(-2HI +H2+H3) {3(H3-H2 ) 3L L(HI +H2+H3)
P: x+ y--z = -----

CI CI C1 C1

C1 = V4 (H;+H;+H;)-4 (HI H2 +HP3 +H1H3) +9L2

(4.10)

We can now calculate the real platform heights Hr1 through Hr3 • which are the vertical
distances from the bottom of the tub to three points PI' P2 and P3:
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-L -L
2 2

PI = 0, P2 = L/3, P3 = -L{3

o 2 2

o 0

Non-linearities

(4.11)

(4.12)

The real platform heights Hr, through Hr3 now are the difference between the projection of
these vectors on the normal Ii and the distance dn of the origin of the {x,y,z} coordinate
system to the plane. The projection of vectors PI through P3 on normal ii of the plane are
defined as the vector product of these vectors. This gives:

PI'n :: .!:-(-2H1+H2+H3 )
C1

P2'n = ~(Hl-2H2+H3)
CI

P3'n = ~(HI+H2-2H3)
CI

The mentioned differences now are:

H r1

_ L(H
1
+H

2
+H3) L( -2H1+H2+H3) 3LH1

;= dn-PI 'n :: C ---
C1 C1I

Hr2 :: dn-P2 'n ::
L(H1+H2+H3) L(HI -2H2+H3) 3LH2 (4.13)---

C1 C1 C1

H r3 :: dn-P3'n ::
L(H1+H2+H3 ) L(H1+H2 -2H3 ) :: 3LH3

C1 C1 C1

where: C1 :: J4(H~+Hi.+H;)-4(HIH2+H2H3+HIH3)+9L2

The whole transformation from the measured platform heights Hml through HmJ to the real
world platformheights Hr, through Hr3 is implemented in the MatLab function TRAN.M
which is presented in Appendix D.
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4.2.2 .THE .3-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this section we are going to extend the theory developed in section 4.2.1 to the 3
dimensional floating platform.

In this 3-D case, we have three pillarheights XI through X3, three measured platformheights
HI through H3, three real platform heights Hrl through Hr3 • three buoyancy forces Fbi

through Fbi and gravitation forces FZI through FZ3 exerting on the three floats.
The platform has mass Mp and Me is the mass of a float. D is the heights of a float and
Wo the average (vertical) waterheight.

In section 2 we defined two tilting angles ey and ex' They are presented in FigA.19 and
4.20.

\

At
L ,.

L/2

\

e I \X
I \ 1_'t.. ,.. __ ~--

I \ \

I \ H \
I \ 1

I \ \

: Hr1 \ \

I

lvI I-----------,..-

Figure 4.19 Definition of the rotation around the negative y-axis ey•

It has to be noticed that these figures are 2-D projections. In FigA.17 float 3 is lying
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Figure 4.20 Definition of the rotation around the x-axis ex'

behind float 2 and all three float are projected on the X,Z-plane (Y=O), where X,Y and Z
are real world coordinates. In Fig.4.20 the three floats are projected on the Y,Z-plane
(X=O).

We again make the same assumptions as in the 2-D case:

*

*

*

The gravity forces exert at half the float height (=D/2)

The buoyancy forces exert at half the depth of the floats in the water (~/2, ~i2

and ~i2)

There are no waves in the tub

Now we have 9 unknowns: HI through H3, Hrl through Hr3 and ~l through ~3. The first
three equations describe the relation between the measured and the real platform height as
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calculated in section 4.2.2:

(4.14)

Furthermore we have three equations describing the measured platformheights HI' H2 and
H3:

(4.15)

Again we look at the case when the platform is in a static balance. This is the case when
the sum of the forces exerting on the platform is zero and the sum of the torques w.r.t. the
x-axis and the y-axis are zero. This gives three equations:

where

Mpg+3Mjg-pgA/At+A2+A3) = 0

FblLY1-Fb~Y3-Fb3LY5-FZ1LY2+FuLy4+Fz;Ly6 = 0
FblLxl+Fb~x3-Fb3Lx5-FzlLx2-FuLX4+Fz;Lx6 = 0

(4.16)

The arms of the buoyancy and gravity forces with respect to the axes are calculated with a
different method than used in the 2-D case in section 4.2.1. We would like to have the
exact magnitude of the arms with respect to the axes. This is not guaranteed when we use
a transformation matrix describing a rotation around the x- and y-axis. The transfonnation
matrix depends on the order in which both rotations are performed. First a rotation around
the y-axis, followed by a rotation around the x-axis gives a different transformation matrix
than in the case where the rotation around the x-axis is followed by a rotation around the
y-axis.
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We used a method similar to the method with which we obtained the transformation from
the measured platform heights to the real platform heights. First we define a plane by three
points (for example the positions where the gravity forces exert on the floats). The three
points are defined in the {x,y,z} coordinate system of the platform. Now we take the
projection of the x- and the y-axis on this plane. The distance of the previously mentioned
exertion points to these projections are the arms of (in this case) the gravity forces with
respect to the x- and y-axis.

The same can be done using the buoyancy forces .

. The 12 calculated arms (three gravity and three buoyancy forces with respect to 2 axes) are
calculated using Maple V.3. A description of this calculation is presented in Appendix E.

We have to take care with the sign of torques containing arms LXI and Lx2 • These two
torques are the only ones which can have a changing sign. When platform angle ex is
positive the sign of the torque of the buoyancy force with arm Lxi should be positive and
the torque of the gravity force with arm Lx2 negative, while the contrary is true when ex is
negative.

The arms are implemented in MatLab functions. Eq.4.l4 through eqA.16 now can be
solved numerically in MatLab.

We did two experiments:

1) An experiment in which ey remains zero. Pillarheight X2 is taken from 13 em. to 32
em. while simultaneously X3 is taken from 32 em. down to 13 em. Xl is taken
constant at 22.5 em. (this should result in ey=O).

2) An experiment in which ex remains zero. Pillarheight Xl is taken from 13 em. to 32
em., while pillarheight X2 and X3 remain 22.5 em.

From this last experiment we can also see the relation between a step on the pillarheight Xl
(=x l) and the resulting step on the real platform heights Hrl and Hr2 (=Hr3).

EXPERIMENT 1 ey=o

Excitation of pillarheight X2 and X3 as mentioned above, result in a change in depth of the
three floats. This can be seen in Fig. 4.21.

From this figure we can see that the depth of float 1 remains constant. Furthermore, we see
that the depths can change up to ± 4 em. We also see that when ex is positive float 3 lies
deeper in the water than float 2 (as expected).
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Figure 4.21 Depth of the three floats in the water as a function of platform angle Ox'

When we look at the real platform heights (FigA.22), it can be seen that the real platform
height Hrl is not constant, but varying. We can also see that when the tilting angle is
positive, the real platform height Hr2 is bigger than Hr3 (trivial). We can also see that the
average real platform height (1I3*(Hr1+Hr2+H,.3» is constant. From this effect and recalling
the fact that only Ox is varied, it can be concluded that Oy is zero.
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Figure 4.22 Real platform heights Hrt , Hr2 and Hr3 as function of tilting angle Ox'

In both figures we see a symmetry, which was expected (see section 4.2.1).
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In the second experiment, only pillarheight Xl is excited, while the pillarheights X2 and X3

remain constant (=22.5 em). In Figo4.23 the resulting changes in the depth of float 1 and
float 2 is presented (notice that in this case, the depth of float 3 is equal to the depth of
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Figure 4.23 Depth Al and ~( =A3 ) of two floats in the water as a function of tilting
angle 0Y'

the depth of float 2 A2 and thus A3 can vary up to ± 1.5 em.

In Figo4.24 we see the influence of the tilting on the real platform heights Hrl and ~2' We
see that Hr2 varies ± 2.5 em while Hrl varies ± 13 em.

In Figo4.23 and Figo4.24 we see an asymmetry, caused by the fact that the changed arms of
the buoyancy- and gravity forces (caused by changing pillarheight XI) is compensated for
by both depths of floats 2 and 3. Therefore the depths of these floats in the water change
less than in the case were only one float gives this compensation (as in the Oy=O case).

[HEU94] noticed in his report that when he put a step on pillarheight XI of -2 em., the
resulting change in the platform height Hrl was -3 em. We can compare this result with our
simulations. In the Figo4.25 the stepchange in the real platformheights (!\J,hr2 and hr3) is
presented as a function of the step on pillar 1 Xl'

From this figure we can see that a step of -2 em. on pillarheight 1 results in a difference,
between the change in the real platform height Hrl and this step, of -0.8 em. This means
that the step in the real platform height Hrl is -2.8 em. The real platform heights Hr2 and
Hi'3 then change + 004 em.
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From this section, we therefore conclude that tilting of the platform has a considerable
statical influence on the process variables and thus has to be accounted for in order to
obtain a good linear model of the process.

In section 4.2.2 the transformation of the measured platform heights Hml through Hm3 to the
real platform heights Hrl through Hr3 was presented. It is neccesary to transform the
measured data to these real platform heights. One of the reasons is that we used these real
platform heights in deriving the linear model. The platform angles ex and By are defined by
these real platform heights. A second reason can be found by comparing the platform
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heights HI through H3 with these real platform heights.

Non-linearities

In FigA.26 the "measured" platform heights HI and H2 are presented together with the real
platform heights Hrl and Hr2• in the experiment where 9y=0. Here we see that the real
platform heights have a better symmetry in the working range of the platform (from 9x=
0.2 to 0.2 radials). The real platform heights thus are less influenced by the non-linearity
than the "measured" platform heights. The same counts for the experiment with 9x=0.

, .05 ,-------"T-------r----,-----r----,.----,,.------"T----,

1

i 0.95

~
~ 0.9

~
£ 0.B5

~
~ 0.8
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Thetex [red)

Figure 4.26 Comparison of the "measured" and the real platformheights in the experiment
where 9y=0.

Therefore it can be concluded that the proper platform heights to be used in a future
controller are the real platform heights Hrl through Hr3 • instead of the "measured" platform
heights. The "measured" platform heights HI through H3 thus have to be transformed to
real platform height Hrl through Hr3• By using the real platform heights in the identification
procedure. we have a better chance to obtain a good linear model.
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5 DATA- ACQUISITION

5.1 SIGNAL CONDITIONING

The signals measured on the platform can be conditioned in a newly developed interface.
With this interface, data from all sensors is measured. This data can be conditioned and
sent to a computer.

The platform also has the possibility to manually control the height of the platform.
Therefore it is easy to calibrate the system. On the front of the interface, a set of 18
testpoints are presented where you can measure all the signals of the platform. With the
help of 18 potentio meters it is possible to correct for an offset in these signals. 18 other
potmeters can be used to give a certain gain to the measured signal. Therefore an optimal
gain can be taken. By doing so, the variation in the data can be spreaded over the whole
input interval (±1O volt) of the data acquisition card inside the computer.

The following calibration procedure will be used:

1) Put the platform in "zero" position

2) Set all gains to zero

3) Set offset of all measured signals to zero

4) Put the platform in upper position

5) Increase gain until the offset corrected signal gives 10 volt

The data is now well conditioned. It can now be transported to the data acquisition card
inside the computer.

A software program will be used to transform the input signal of the computer to the
proper dimension (in this case meters).
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5.2 REAL TIME TOOLBOX

Data acquisition

The acquisition of data will be done using two DAS-16 cards, as each card only has two
outputs while the platfonn needs three outputs. As said before the input of these cards is
bipolar between -10 and +10 volt, while the output is unipolar between 0 and 5 volt.

The software that will be used to acquire the data is the Real Time Toolbox for Simulink
written by [REH95]. This toolbox contains a real time clock to synchronize the simulations
with real time every n seconds. It also contains a DAS-1600 D/A and AID block and a
OAS-16 0/A a AID block. The last two blocks will be used in this application.

The software was not tested properly yet. The software is thus tested first.

D/A CONVERSION

The DIA block was tested as presented in Fig.S.1.

leoeel, __~
I 00 r DAS 16 D/A
Signal K 'thl

Generator 61 ey

o
Real-time

Clock

Figure 5.1 D/A conversion experiment.

With the signal generator a sinusoidal signal was presented to the DAS-16 DfA block.
After this the signal created by the OfA card was observed using a real oscilloscope. It
turned out that the real time clock setting (the time after which synchronization with real
time takes place) had a great influence on the quality of the created analog signal. We used
the following settings:

1) Simulink step size = 0.01
2) Sample time of D/A card =100 Hz
3) Input signal frequency = 5 Hz

Using different real time clock settings, it turned out that there existed an optimum. Too
fast synchronization (each 0.0001 seconds) gave a wrong frequency of the created signal,
while too slow synchronization (each 0.01 seconds) gave a severe signal degradation. At
certain time instants the analog signal held a certain constant value for a certain time, after
which the normal sinus continued. An optimum in the real time clock setting turned out to
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be 0.001 secon'!-s. Bllt still a signal degration existed, -but less severe then with the 0.01
seconds setting.

It has to be noticed that the smaller the signal frequency, the better the created analog
signal. This is very logical. Frequencies up to 2 Hz where good.

The sample frequency of the DIA card was not changed. Practical experience of the
floating platform system showed that during identification a sample frequency of 20 Hz
should be sufficient. With this sample frequency the signals become worse.

The question therefore arises why this real time clock has such a great influence and what
value should be chosen in case of the floating platform system. The report of M.Rehbein
was not available up till now. Maybe a solution to this problem can be found in his report.

AID CONVERSION

The AID experiments were done with a system displayed in Fig.5.2.

r---I--~D

Scope

DAS 16 AID

Keithley Real-tlma
Clock

Figure 5.2 NO measurment set-up.

With a real function generator (Hewlett-Packard) a sinus of 5 Hz with amplitude 2 volt was
applied to the NO card. The results could be observed in Simulink using a Scope block.
The measured data is also written to the workspace.

These experiments showed that the real time clock setting (synchronization), the simulink
step-size and (of course) the sample time of the DAS card have considerable influence on
the acquired data.

Table 5.1 gives a description of the experiments, containing the sample frequency of the
DAS-card, the Simulink step-size and the synchronization time.
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Table 5.1. AID experiments.

Data acquisition

Experiment Sample time Simulink Step-size Synchronization
AID card min st.si=max st.si real time clock

1 0.01 sec. 0.01 sec. 0.01 sec.

2 0.01 sec. 0.01 sec. 0.001 sec.

3 0.01 sec. 0.001 sec. 0.01 sec.

4 0.01 sec. 0.001 sec. 0.001 sec.

5 0.001 sec. 0.01 sec. 0.01 sec.

6 0.001 sec. 0.01 sec. 0.001 sec.

7 0.001 sec. 0.001 sec. 0.01 sec.

8 0.001 sec. 0.001 sec. 0.001 sec.

The experiments lasted 1 second. The results are presented in Fig.53 and Fig.SA.

From these figures some things can be concluded. First we see that only experiment 1
resulted in the expected 100 samples. It can be concluded that all three input parameters
have an influence on the number of samples acquired.

We can also conclude that experiment 5 through experiment 8 gave the smoothest result,
which is expected, because the sample frequency of the AID card is ten time higher.

However some strange things occur, in every experiment. At certain sample points the
function jumps to another value. This results in a kind of discontinuity in the measured
signal. This may be caused by activities of the computer during the data-acquisition.

We can also see that the frequency is not correct in experiment 2, 4, 6 and 8. The only
explanation here is that the synchronization time is too small. Further decreasing this
synchronization time results in a low-frequent signal (l Hz or lower). Only experiments 3,
5, and 7 gave good signals, except for the discontinuities.

We therefore conclude that is has to be found out, what proper values of the Simulink step
size and the synchronization time should be taken. The solution for this could be hidden in
the report of M.Rehbein, but this is up till now unavailable.
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Figure 5.3 AID experiments 1 through 4
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.6 -CON-CLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In section 2 we derived a linear model of the system. This model contains three
independent SISO transfer functions. One from the average pillarheight Xa to the average
platform height Ha and two from a function of the three pillarheights to the rotation around
the negative y-axis and the x-axis.

Three transfer functions described the influence of the waves on the platform.

By looking at the energy flows in the system, we carne to the conclusion that the biggest
part of the energy delivered by the servo-system was used to change the platform height.
Only 1110 of the energy dissappeared in the floats and the water.

The waves will still have a bad influence on the platform, especially during identification
experiments. Because these waves are badly damped in the tub, an extra damping will be
provided by introducing a fence. This operates as a kind of flow resistance. The waves lose
part of their energy to the fence.

Two non-linearities were examined. First there was the inertia and its dependency on the
position of the floats. It was shown by means of three experiments that the deviation of the
inertia during these "white noise" experiments from a constant inertia can be considerable.
In the worst case experiment with uniformly distributed white noise of all three pillars

showed that this deviation could be 20 %. It was also concluded that the term je could

always be neglected. Realising that this is a worst case situation (for the torques because
the pillarheights change the fastest) it may be possible, by using robust strategies in
designing the controller, to overcome this non-linearity.

A more severe non-linearity showed up during tilting of the platform. The floats lie
deeper/less deeper in the water than expected by the linear model. In this linear model it
was assumed that the floats always lie at the same depth, when in balance. Because of
these changing depths, the real platform heights also change. Future experiments should
confirm if this is a real problem.

In order to use the correct platform heights, a non-linear transformation has to be
performed. The corrected data then can be used for idenfication. With this transformation,
together with the introduction of the fence in the water, it may be possible to get a good
linear model after identification.
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Before the identification experiments can be started, we have to look carefully at the newly
developed Real Time Toolbox. This toolbox is not ready to be used yet. The real time
clock has a great influence on the creation of analog signals using the DAS-16 DIA block
in Simulink. In this real time clock it is possible to set the time after which the simulation
in synchronized with real time. It is not clear what value should be taken here. A possible
solution for this problem lies in the report about the real time toolbox, which is not
available yet, due to some technical problems.
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APPENDIX A:
DERIVING THREE SISO MODELS

Laplace transforming tel"II1j gives:

Subsituting this in eq.2.11 gives:

Fs1(S) K1 K2 K2 X1(S)-HI(S)

Fs2(S) =(M
f

+a )S2+Df+K
f

K2 Xl ~ X2(S)-H2(S) =

Fs3(S) ~ K2 KI X3(S)-H3(S)

XI(S) HI(S)

= K'T
I

X2(S) - X'T
I

H2(S)

X
3
(S) H3(S)

(0.11)

(D.12)

KI K2 K2

where K = KI ~ K2

K I K2 K2

100

and TI = «Mf +a)S2+Df+Kf )' 0 1 0

001

In eq.2.12 a relationship is given which describes Ha, ey and ex as a function of HI' H2 and
H3• Laplace transforming these equations gives:

1 1 1- - -
Ho(S) 3 3 3

HI(S) H1(S)

eyeS)
2 1 1

HiS) H2(S) (A.3):::: - -- =T3L 3L 3L H

8iS) /3 _/3 H3(S) H3(S)

0
3L 3L

The same transformation can be made with the pillarheights X. Subsitution of eq.A.3 in
part one of eq.2.1 and rearraging terms then gives the following relationship (for the
servoforce-platform system):
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.- .

sz(lM _2Jy)
9 p 9 L Z

sz(lM +l Jy +l Jx)
9 p 9 L2 3 L2

Sz(lM +1. Jy _1. Jx)
9 p 9 L Z 3 L 2

H1(S)

= T
2

Hz(S)

HlS)

S2(lM _2 Jy)
9 p 9 L 2

S2(lM +l Jy -l Jx
9 p 9 L 2 3 L 2

S2 (lM +l Jy +l Jx
9 p 9 L 2 3 L 2

H1(S)

H2(S) =

H3(S) A.4)

Now we derive the three SISO systems by eliminating the servo-forces from eq.A.2 and
eq.A.4. This yields:

H1(S)

= (Tz+KT1) H2(S)

H
3
(S)

(A.5)

We want to describe the system in the following parameters: the average height Ha and the
rotations around the -y- and x-axis, ey and ex' Substitution of eq.A.3 in eq.A.5 yields:

Xa(S)

KT1T~l XyCS)

X~(S)

We now obtain the transfermatrix:

Ha(S)

= (T2+KTl)T~1 SyCS)

S~(S)

(A.6)

Xa(S)

= Tn (T2+ KT1rl KT1T~l XyCS)

X~(S)

(A.?)

Substitution of the different matrices, then yields the following three (SISO) transfer
functions:
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T (S) = Ha(S) = 3(K1+2K2)«Mf + a )S2+Df+Kf ) (A.8)

a Xa(S) (Mp +3(K1+2K2)(Mf +a »S2+ 3(K1+2K2)Df S+3(Kl +2~)Kf

T (S) = 8yCS) = -3(K2-K1)L
2«Mf +a)S2+Df+Kf ) (A.9)

y XyCS) (2Jy+3 (K1-K2)L2(Mf +a»S2+3(K1-K2)L2Df S+3(Kl-~)L2Kf

T(S) = exeS) = 3(K2-Kl)L2«Mf+a)S2+Df+Kf) (A. to)

x XiS) (2Jx+3(K2-K1)L2(Mf +a »S2+3(K2-K1)L
2Df S+3(~-Kl)L2Kf
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APPENDIX B:
INERTIA OF PLATFORM + FLOATS

The inertia of a multibody system is defined as the sum over product of the different masses
and the squared distance of this mass with respect to a certain axis:

J=~ m.r.2L...J II
i

(B.t)

(B.2)

In order to calculate the inertia of the platform, the following definitions of the axes and some
platform parameters are given:

tz
I

~--=---+- - ~~ c4l- ---- -;- ---- -I-Y"
( I )

I L~3

Figure B.5 Definition of the platform.

From this symmetric figure it is obvious that the inertia with respect to the x- and the y-axis
(Jx and Jy) is the same. We define Mp as the mass of the platform and d as the height of the
platform. Then the mass-density of the platform is:

p = Mp = 4Mp

i L
2

.f3d 3.f3L2d
2 2

Now we can calculate the inertia. For the inertia W.r.t. the x-axis Ix the following results:
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fv'3
2

J~=2Jr2dm=2·pd Jr2(-y3r+~L)dr=
o

=2pd( 12y3-9y3L 4) =2pd( 3y3L4)
64 64

Substituting B.2 in B.3 then gives:

(B.3)

(B.4)

Making the same calculation for the inertia w.r.t. the y-axis Jy gives the same result.
Now the mass of the floats is introduced. Remembering the definitions of the platform + floats
from section 2, we get for the inertia of the floats w.r.t the x-axis:

(B.5)

In this equation X is the pillarheight, which has a great influence on the inertia, because of
the large distance to the axis. Me is the mass of a float. The total inertia for a rotation around
the x-axis Jx now is the sum of B.4 and B.5 (according to eq.B.l). The same counts for the
inertia of a rotation around the y-axis Jy• Summarizing:

Jx =Mj«Xl + ~)2 +

Jy =Mj«Xl +~i +

(B.6)
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- -APPENDIX C:
THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY

The centre of gravity of a body is defined as:

N

I:m,~
i=l

N

I:mi
i=l

(C.l)

where r; is the position of the center of gravity of a certain part of the platform. The

denominator of eq.C.1 is the total mass of the platform including the floats. The centre of
gravity of the platform plus the floats can be calculated. We will look at the influence of the
movement of the pillars (X) on the position of the centre of gravity. Because of the
symmetrical construction of the platform, the centre of gravity of the platform lies in the
middle of the frame (see Fig C.l).

Mp. I
d;~ d+o

Xl s:

X2
Mft.

.• r

tMf

Figure C.l Centre of gravity of
platform plus floats.
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It is possible to show that the centre of gravity always lies on the z-axis of the platform (see
Fig.2.1). In the case where the centre of gravity is calculated w.r.t. a coordinate system on this
z-axis, it is clear that the centre of gravity lies somewhere on this z-axis (in the neighbourhood
of the platform), because the centre of gravity of the three floats lies on the z-axis as well as
the centre of gravity of the triagle. We can proof that for a random coordinate system (where
we observe the platform from a different angle and with different pillarheights), the centre of
gravity always stays on the z-axis. It has to be noticed that this is the case when the crane is
not mounted on the platform.

(C.2)G ==

We now take a coordinate system N 1. In this system, the centres of gravity of the three floats
have the following coordinates GI=[XI,YI,Zl], G2=[X2,Y2,Z2] and G3=[X3,Y3,Z3]. The
centre of gravity of the triangular frame is assumed to be in the centre of this frame and has
coordinates G4=[X4,Y4,Z4]. The centre of gravity w.r.t. coordinate system Nl now is:

Mr1 +Mr2+Mr3+MpX4

3M/Mp

Mfll +Mfl2+Mfl3+MpY4

3Mf +Mp

MJl +MJ2+MJ3+MpZ4

3M/Mp

Now we are going to calculate the centre of gravity from another coordinate centre N2. This
coordinate system is obtained by a translation and a rotation around the y-axis of coordinate
system N 1. The transformation matrix between these two systems now is (in homogenous
coordinates):

cos(4)) 0 sin(4)) cos(4))Tx+sin(4))Tz

0 1 0 Ty (C.3)T=
-sin(<t» 0 cos(4)) -sine<t>) Tx +cos(<t>) T.z

0 0 0 1

By multiplying the coordinates of the 4 centres of gravity with the inverse of the
transformation matrix. We then get the coordinates of these centres w.r.t. the new coordinate
system. The total centre of gravity w.r.t. to the N2 system can now be calculated by using
eq.c.1.

This centre of gravity is now transformed back to the Nl system. We now obtain the same
centre of gravity as calculated in eq.C.3.
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When we a~sume. tqe centre of gravity of the platf<>rm to lie at a distance d+a of the total
·centre of gravity G (a is half the thickness of the platform), we can calcute G by looking at
the following balance:

(C.4)

When we take the pillarheights X to varies between 20 and 40 em, Mp to be 30 kg. and Mf
1.6 kg., d varies between 2.75 em and 5.5 em. The centre of gravity lies between 2.75 and 5.5
cm under the platform, when the crane is not mounted on the platform. It is therefore
reasonable to assume the centre of gravity the be at the same place (without crane). When the
crane is mounted, the vertical part of the crane causes the centre of gravity to move upwards
in the positive z direction. The horizontal part of the crane including the load, cause the centre
of gravity to vary also in the x and y-plane.
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APPENDIX D:
TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION

TRAN.M

function [Hr2]=tran(Hm);

%=====================--===========================================
% function [Hr2]=tran(Hm);
%
% This function transforms the measured platform heights Hm
% in the real (vertical) platform heights above the floats
% Hr.
%
% written by Harold v/d Mortel, June '95, Eindhoven University of Technology
%=================================================================

L=0.45; % Distance of center of platform to pillar
LO=O.68; % Distance of center of platform to measure point
XO=[O.9;0.9;0.9];% Iteration start vector

%=================================================================
% Transform Hml tim Hm3 to HI tim H3
%=================================================================
T=(113).*[1-2*(LILO) I+LILO I+LILO;l+LILO 1-2*(LILO) I+LILO;l+L1LO 1+L1LO
I-2*(LIL0)];
H=T*Hm; % Transform measured platform heights to HI tim H3

%=================================================================
% Transform HI tim H3 to Hri tim Hr3
%==============================:;:=======================--========

Cl=sqrt(4*H( I,1)"2+4*H(2,1)"2+4*H(3,1)"2-4*H(1,1)*H(2,1)-4*H(2,1)*H(3, I)-4*H(1,1)*
H(3,1)+9*L"2);

Xs2( 1, 1)=(UCl)*(3*H(1,1»;
Xs2(2,1)=(UCI)*(3*H(2,1»;
Xs2(3,1)=(UC1)*(3*H(3,1»;
Hr2=Xs2;

end;
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APPENDIXE:
FORCE ARMS

The arms used in calculating the influence of the tilting of the platform are calculated using
Maple V.3. A worksheet has been created called GEOCAL.ms to calculate the arms of the
buoyancy forces w.r.t the x-axis LXI' LX3 and Lxs and w.r.t the y-axis Lyl , LY3 and Lys • Another
worksheet called GEOCAL2.ms contains the calculation of the arms of the gravity forces w.r.t
the x-axis Lx2, Lx4 and Lx6 and w.r.t. the y-axis Ly2• LY4 and Ly6'

The structure of both worksheets is depicted in Fig.E.l.

calCUI~ne Pl deflned
by on gravtty or

buoyancy forces

Calculate projec1\ons ot
x- and y-axis on It1Is plane:

Xp and 'P

Calculate distances of
positions of forces to

Xp and '1P

Convert calculated alTTl$
to C code

Convert C code to
a usable MatLab M-tIIes

Figure E.l Calculation of arms with
GEOCAL.ms and GEOCAL2.ms

The results of the calculations are not given, because the functions for calculating the arms are
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pretty long and not orderly and therefore not very interesting to show in this report. They are
converted to MatLab M-files:

1) lxl.m : Arm of buoyancy force float 1 w.r.t. projected x-axis
2) lx2.m: II II gravity force float 1 " II

3) lx3.m: " II buoyancy force float 2 II II

4) lx4.m: II II gravity force float 2 II II

5) lx5.m: II II buoyancy force float 3 II II

6) lx6.m: II II gravity force float 3 II II

7) lyl.m: II II buoyancy force float 1 w.r.t. projected y-axis
8) ly2.m: II " gravity force float 1 II "
9) ly3.m: " " buoyancy force float 2 II "
10) ly4.m: II II gravity force float 2 II II

11) ly5.m: " II buoyancy force float 3 II "
12) ly6.m: " " gravity force float 3 " "
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